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The Big Picture
 Before Veritas: You rely on paper documents or nonsearchable digital copies to conduct your tax research; it’s
tough to find the key passages that provide insights to the
case at hand. You spend more time searching and less time
advising and this increases the cost of providing the
service.
 After Veritas: All important tax resources are organised in
one place. You find what you’re looking for in seconds
instead of hours. You save time, reduce your costs, increase
your capacity to service clients and you maintain/ improve
competitiveness.
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What is Positive Veritas?
 A comprehensive database of Cyprus tax laws, regulations,
circulars and other resources.
 A powerful search engine, enabling you to scan horizontally
across documents and vertically over time.
 A fully-supported commercial product that is kept
continuously up-to-date.
 Accessible on all your devices, including tablets and
smartphones.
 Offered as an online service and billed on a subscription
basis.
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Do you Benefit?
Are you involved in tax work?
Are you offering tax advice? Or handling tax legal cases?
Are you an accounting or audit practitioner?
Do you need to navigate through the ever increasing
complexity of tax regulation and compliance?
 Do you know where to look? Do you always have a
simmering doubt if you have covered everything?





If the answer to any of those questions is yes, you would
greatly benefit from Positive Veritas.
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Tax Research
in Cyprus
Paper resources and
unsearchable digital copies.
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The Status Quo
Your Resources are Scattered

You Search Manually (∴ Slowly)

Research requires you to go through
numerous paper documents or PDFs from
an array of sources to locate the relevant
data to examine.

You look for relevant passages and facts by
reading documents. Even if you can focus
your search by experience you still have to
scan those sections, often line by line.

You Could Miss Important Facts

You Lose Time (∴ Money)

You might wonder if the answers you find
are conclusive. There might be case law or
a subsequent circular that can influence
your opinion, but it’s difficult to locate.

You spend a disproportionate amount of
time searching for relevant content instead
of solving the problem. This ultimately boils
down to higher cost.
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Introducing
Veritas
Broad coverage meets smarter
search. All in a single package.
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Comprehensive Coverage
Veritas’ diligently updated database
covers everything a tax practitioner in
Cyprus might need, including:


Tax Statutes (Laws)



Tax Regulations, Orders and
Notifications



Tax Treaties (Double Taxation)



Tax Court Case Judgements



Tax Circulars



Tax Tribunal Rulings (coming soon)
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Comprehensive Coverage
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One Place, Not All Over The Place


Veritas searches horizontally across all
tax documentation by default; helping
you surface documents and passages
that pertain to your query from a single
place. Gone are the days of searching
in multiple books and websites.



Need to search in a specific set of
documents? Veritas has extensive
filtering capabilities allowing you to
broaden or narrow your search within
certain document categories or active
timeframes as you see fit.
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Search Naturally and Precisely


With Veritas, you can use natural language to
describe what your query; spelling mistakes will
automatically be corrected and similar words
and synonyms will be taken into account.



Your results will be ranked according to the
documents best matching your query. For
each such document, Veritas will also surface
the most relevant passages within. Clicking
them will automatically take you to the
relevant part of the document while adding
highlights.



Veritas’ search engine only take a few
milliseconds to scan across the entire spectrum
of Cyprus tax documentation, surfacing the
most relevant results: hour-long manual
searches are a thing of the past.
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Versions and Metadata


In addition to its main body, each document
in Veritas contains additional “metadata”
information, such as date of publication, date
of entry into force, commentary, document
codes and many more.



Within each document, Veritas allows you to
traverse its evolution through time to
navigate to the version most appropriate to
your circumstances. This functionality is also
built into search; limiting your results to the
date range you select (present day by default).



Large documents include a clickable index of
sections, allowing you to hone in on what
you’re looking for faster.
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Save Time, Save Money
 A Veritas search takes a few milliseconds to surface the most
relevant results. Compared to the manual approach, this
capability will accelerate your tax research by a factor of 4 to 10,
potentially reducing your overall engagement costs by 40%.
 As a result you can increase your capacity to handle
engagements, or you can pass this saving on to your clients who
will appreciate the faster turnaround and/or increase your
engagement volume. For less than what you’re probably
already paying for the paper equivalent.
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Free for 30 Days
We think it’ll your most valuable
companion, but we give you a
30-day free trial to make sure.
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Pricing Plans
After your free trial, it’s honest
pricing with no hidden fees. You
can upgrade or cancel anytime.
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Pricing Plans
Solo

Team

Business

Enterprise

1 User

2 – 4 Users

5+ Users

∞ Users

☆ Email Support

☆ Email Support

100% Uptime SLA

500% Uptime SLA

★ Email Support

★ Email Support

☆ Phone Support

★ Phone Support
Annual Invoicing
Account Manager
Many More »

€ 44,95

€ 41,20

€ 37,45

(per user per month)

(per user per month)

(per user per month)
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Contact Us

Enterprise Plan Features
All features from Business and:







500% Uptime SLA
Annual Invoicing
Personalised Onboarding
Customer Success Manager
Partnership and Co-Marketing
Early Access to New Features

Contact us for details »
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Our projections show that your annual
investment in Veritas will be covered from
savings of 13 hours of tax work on average.
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Start your 30-day free trial today at
https://veritas.positive.com.cy
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Contact Us
E: veritas@positive.com.cy
T: +357 25 870087
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